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The spectral dependences of the orientational magnetooptic effect in TmFeO, , HoFeO, ,and 
DyFeO, were determined in the photon energy range 2-4 eV. The results were then used to 
calculate the quadratic (in respect of the magnetization) corrections to the diagonal permittivity- 
tensor components responsible for this magnetooptic effect. The spectra of ( w )  were 
anisotropic and were characterized by a strong dispersion. Theoretical estimates of the 
contributions of the various mechanisms of the quadratic magnetooptic effects, obtained 
assuming the dominant role of charge-transfer transitions in octahedral FeOz - complexes, 
demonstrated that only the magnetooptic mechanism combining both the macroscopic 
magnetostriction with the latent displacements ofions in the sublattices can account for the large 
magnitude and anisotropy of the quadratic magnetooptic effects. 

INTRODUCTION 

Investigations of the quadratic (in respect of the mag- 
netization), i.e., even magnetooptic effects in ferromagnets, 
ferrimagnets, and antiferromagnets have shown that the 
magnetic linear birefringence (MLBR) is anomalously 
strong in these materials and in some cases can even exceed 
the linear (odd) magnetooptic effects. For example, a strong 
MLBR of a-Fe, 0, was first observed in the infrared range' 
and then determined at visible and ultraviolet  wavelength^.^ 
It was suggested in Ref. 2 that the large magnitude of the 
quadratic magnetooptic effects, observed directly in the re- 
gion of the fundamental transition frequencies, was respon- 
sible for the strong MLBR in the transparency range. The 
high values of the MLBR were reported also for easy-plane 
weak ferromagnets MnCO, and CoCO, (Refs. 3 and 4 )  and 
for antiferromagnets5 (the fullest review of the experimen- 
tal data on the MLBR in the transparency range and a theo- 
retical analysis of its mechanisms can be found in Ref. 6 ) .  

Large values of the MLBR and of the dichroism are 
observed in the region of absorption bands of magnetically 
active ions in crystals. Anisotropic effects of this type, which 
are due to the dependence of the energy of the excited levels 
of Eu' + on the orientation of the magnetization vector in a 
crystal, had been reported for the 'F,-'F4 transition in 
Eu, Fe, O,, (Refs. 7 and 8) .  A record value of the MLBR, of 
the order of the natural birefringence of crystals, was 
An = 2 x  10- reported for EuSe (A = 0.725 pm,  T .= 4.2 
K )  in Ref. 9. 

The MLBR for the orthoferrite YFeO, was determined 
in the transparency range at A = 0.6328 p m  in Ref. 10 and 
was analyzed theoretically in Ref. 11 using a simple defor- 
mation model in which the relationship between the polariz- 
ability of the FeOz- complexes due to their deformation 
(caused by magnetostrictive and magnetoelastic contribu- 
tions) was considered. The magnetoelastic contribution was 
due to latent displacements of the sublattices. The problem 
of the need to allow for the latent displacements had been 
formulated earlier in attempts to explain the strong MLBR 
in easy-plane weak ferromagnets, in antiferromagnets, and 
in iron garnets, since a theoretical estimate of the value of An 
deduced from the known elastooptic constants gave values 

two orders of magnitude less than those found experimental- 
l ~ . ~  

Investigations of the spectral dependences of the qua- 
dratic magnetooptic effects in the region of the fundamental 
optical transition frequencies can give valuable information 
on the mechanisms responsible for these effects. To the best 
of our knowledge, there have been no such measurements in 
the case of rare-earth orthoferrites. 

The hypothesis of charge-transfer transitions in octahe- 
dral F e O :  complexes had been used successfully to ac- 
count for the linear magnetooptic effects in paramagnetic 
and single-sublattice garnets, in iron garnets, and in weak 
ferr~magnets.~' ,"  It seemed of interest to study the contri- 
butions of such transitions to the quadratic magnetooptic 
effects in the case of rare-earth orthoferrites and to analyze 
in this specific case the physical mechanisms responsible for 
the anomalously strong quadratic (even) magnetooptic ef- 
fects in magnetically ordered crystals. 

We shall report the results of experimental and theo- 
retical investigations of the quadratic magnetooptic effects 
observed in the region of spin-reorientation T4-T, transi- 
tions in orthoferrites TmFeO, and HoFeO,, and of T4-TI 
transitions in DyFeO, at wavelengths corresponding to the 
photon energy range 2-4 eV. 

1. SAMPLESAND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

We used thulium and holmium orthoferrite samples 
polished along (010) planes and also a sample of DyFeO, 
polished along a ( 110) plane. All the samples were grown by 
the floating zone method involving radiation heating. 

The spectra of quadratic corrections to the diagonal ele- 
ments of the permittivity tensor were deduced from mea- 
surements of the orientational magnetooptic effect, repre- 
senting a quadratic (in respect of the magnetization) change 
in the intensity of light reflected from a sample as a result of a 
change in the spin orientation. We described the spin system 
of orthoferrites in terms of the ferromagnetic M and antifer- 
romagnetic L vectors. Direct experimental measurements 
were made of the quantity S = (I, - I, )/I,, where I, and 
I, are the intensities of light reflected from a sample for dif- 
ferent orientations of the vectors M and L, whereas I, is the 
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intensity of light reflected in the demagnetized state. It 
should be pointed out that S has components which are lin- 
ear and quadratic in respect of the magnetization. The linear 
component represents the equatorial Kerr effect, whereas 
the quadratic component describes the orientational magne- 
tooptic effect. They can be separated by the method of unipo- 
lar magnetization: 

Such measurements of the orientational magnetooptic 
effect can be carried out particularly conveniently at tem- 
peratures close to the region of spin-reorientation transitions 
because in other cases the anisotropy fields in the r, (M, L, ) 
and I?, (M,Lx ) phases are very high and external fields of 
the order of tens of kilo-oersted are needed to measure the 
orientational magnetooptic effect. A spin reorientation of 
the r4 (M,L, )-r24 (MxMzL,Lz )-r2 (MxLz ) type occurs 
in TMFeO, and HoFeO,. In the case of the intermediate 
phase T2, it is sufficient to apply an external field of 5 kOe to 
rotate the vectors M and L through 0- 30". In the case of the 
r4 (MzLx )-r, (L, ) Morin transition in DyFeO, an exter- 
nal field applied along the c axis gives rise to an intermediate 
phase T ,, (M, L, L, ). An increase of the external magnetic 
field induces a reorientation of the antiferromagnetic vector 
L in the ab plane of this intermediate phase.I4 There is no 
change in the direction of the vector M, but only its modulus 
is affected. Nevertheless, such a situation also gives rise to 
the orientational magnetooptic effect. 

Our measurements were carried out using three differ- 
ent orientations of the samples. The relative orientations of 
the crystal axes, of the direction of light, and of the applied 
magnetic field are shown for these cases in Fig. 1. In the case 
of orthoferrites TmFeO, and HoFeO, the measurements 
were carried out using orientations I and I1 (Figs. l a  and lb, 
respectively), whereas in the case of DyFeO, the orientation 
I11 was that shown in Fig. lc. 

An automated magnetooptic system made it possible to 
carry out measurements in the photon energy range 1.5-4.5 
eV using light incident at angles of 60-75" in magnetic fields 
up to 5 kOe. The smallest detectable change in the effect was 
10- 5 .  Low-temperature measurements were carried out in a 
continuous-flow optical helium cryostat where the tempera- 
ture could be varied from 7 to 297 K. 

The relationship between the orientational magnetoop- 
tic effect and the components of the permittivity tensor had 
been investigated earlierI5 and in the case of the quadratic 
(in respect of the magnetization) effect the following expres- 
sions were obtained there for thes andp components subject 
to the condition 9 sin2p 

6.=2 cos cp Fie{ Aes 
(8-1) (&-sin2 9)' 

AeP (&-sin2 cp) 'la 6,=-2 cos cp RB{ 
(E- I )  (e cos2 cp-sin2 cp) 

(2) 

Here, E is the nonmagnetic part of the tensor [we shall ignore 
the relatively small (A&/€ - 10 - 2,  natural birefringence], 
whereas AE, and are the changes in the permittivity ten- 
sor components due to rotation of the magnetization vector. 
When measurements were made in the (010) plane 

FIG. 1.  Schematic representation ofthe relative orientations of the crystal 
axes, of the direction of light, and of the magnetic field used in experimen- 
tal studies of the orientational magnetooptic effect: a )  orientation I; b) 
orientation 11; c )  orientation 111. 

(HoFeO, and TmFeO, ) in the orientation 11, it was found 
that these components were AE, = A&, and = A&,, 
whereas in the orientation I they were AE, = A&, and 
A E ~  = AE, . When measurements were made in the ( 1 10) 
plane (DyFeO, , orientation 111), the components were giv- 
en by A&, = AE, and AE, = +A(&,, + E, + E, + E,, ). It 
is clear from Eqs. ( 1) and (2)  that the maximum magne- 
tooptic effect can be observed for a p component in the re- 
gion of the Brewster angle; therefore, all the experiments 
were carried out by us only for thep component. 

In real experiments the reorientation of the vectors M 
and L was by an angle 9 = $, - $, #90", where $ is the 
angle between the vector L and the c axis in the orientation I, 
between this vector and the a axis in the orientation 11, and 
between the same vector and the b axis in the orientation I11 
(see Fig. 1 ). The value of A&, corresponding to rotation of L 
from $, = 0" to $, = 90" was obtained by multiplying addi- 
tionally the component A&, calculated from the experimen- 
tal data with the aid of Eq. (2 )  by a coefficient 

where 6,  is the linear component of the effect on reorienta- 
tion of L from $, to $,; a,,, is the equatorial Kerr effect for 
$ = 90", i.e., for the r, phase in the case of the orientations I 
and 111, and for the r, phase in the case of the orientation 11; 
a($, ) is the equatorial Kerr effect corresponding to the 
spontaneous magnetization at the temperature at which the 
orientational magnetooptic effect was measured. The value 
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of a( +, ) was found experimentally in the weakest field suffi- 
cient to reverse abruptly the magnetization of the sample, 
i.e., to rotate it by 180" (H-200 Oe) without rotation of the 
vector L. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the orientational magnetooptic effect 
spectra recorded for rare-earth orthoferrites investigated by 
us: in the case of TmFeO, this was done for two different 
orientations (Figs. 2b and 2c); in the case of HoFeO, the 
spectra were obtained for Hlla (a )  and in the case of 
DyFeO, this was done for H(lc. The magnitude of the ob- 
served effect depended on the angle it representing rotation 
of the vector L, which could be judged on the basis of the 
linear component of the observed effect, and also by a dashed 
curve shown in all the figures. The spectrum of the orienta- 
tional magnetooptic effect in HoFeO, was not obtained for 
the H(lc configuration, because the smallness of the value of 
9 for this orientation prevented measurements with a suffi- 
cient degree of precision. 

The experimental results were substituted in Eqs. (2) 
and (3) to calculate the value of AE, corresponding to a 

FIG. 2. Spectral dependences of the experimentally 
observed quantity 6 = 6, + 6,; the triangles and the 
continuous curves represent 6, (orientational magne- 
tooptic effect ); the circles and the dashed curves repre- 
sent 6, (linear component representing the equatorial 
Kerr effect). a )  HoFeO,, HIJa, T =  63 K, q, = 67.5", 
9~26.5"; b) TmFeO,, Hllc, T =  80 K, q, = 67", 
4=31°; c )  TmFeO,, H(la, T = 9 5  K, q=64.5", 
9% 13"; d )  DyFeO,, Hllc, T =  25 K, q, = 64", 9~24". 

rotation of the vector by 90". The spectra obtained in this 
way are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. 

The relationship between the quadratic (in respect of 
the magnetization) part of the tensor 2 and the components 
ofthe vectors M and L can generally be written in the formI6 

Allowing for the specific form of the tensors A,  B, and C for 
orthoferrites," we can obtain an expression for A&, corre- 
sponding to complete rotation of vectors M and L by 90" 
from the phase T, (M, L, ) to the phase T, (M, L, ) : 

AE,= (Lzz -A- )  Ma+ (B--B,,,) L2- (CIIX1+CmZX) ML, 

A~zz= (Azxz-Azzzz) p+ (Bzzz,-B,,,) L2- (CzzzX+Czz.z) ML. 

The expression for A&, applicable to DyFeO, [ ( 110) plane, 
H(Jc] is quite complex and will not be given here. 

3. CHARGE-TRANSFER TRANSITIONS AND OPTICAL 
ANISOTROPY OF FERRITES 

The electron configuration of the ground state of the 
Fe0;- complexes, which are the main optical centers in 
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FIG. 3. Spectrum of the quadratic (in re- 
spect of the magnetization) component of 
the permittivity tensor AE,. The continuous 
curves represent Re(A&,), whereas the 
dashed curves represent Im(A&, ). a )  
TmFeO,, At, = Ae,,; b) HoFeO,, AE, 
=A&,,; C )  DyFeO,, AE, = :A(&,, 
+ E," + E,, + E,, ) .  

qor 

0 

FIG. 4. Spectral dependences of the quadratic (in respect of the magneti- 
zation) component of the permittivity tensor AE,, of orthoferrite 
TmFeO,. The experimental results are represented by circles and the 
dashed curves and the model analysis is represented by the continuous 
curves. a )  Re(&&,); b) Im(A&, ). 

orthoferrites, is characterized by the existence of several 
filled valence molecular orbitals of the O,, type and also of 
half-filled t,, and e, orbitals of the 3d type (Ref. 18). The 
transition of an electron from 02- to Fe3+ produces a 
charge-transfer configuration of the ;,,t ;,e; type (y,,-t,, 
transfer) or of the y,,t :,e: type (y2,-e, transfer), where 
y,, represents a 2p hole in an anion molecular orbital core. 

In accordance with the parity, spin, and quasimomen- 
tum selection rules, electric-dipole transitions from the 
ground state ( t  :,ei )6AIg of an FeOz- complex are allowed 
only to the terms 'T,, of charge-transfer configurations of 
the y 2 p ( t ~ K e i : 5 ~ 2 , )  or y,p(t:ge~:5Eg) types, where 
y,, = t,, , t,, (T), t,, (u). We therefore have six electric-di- 
pole charge-transfer transitions 6A,,-6Tl, associated with 
one-electron transitions t,, , t,, (T), t,, (u)-t,, (their calcu- 
lated energies are 3.1,3.9, and 5.1 eV, respectively-see Ref. 
18) and t,, , t,, (T), f l u  (a ) -e ,  (calculated energies 4.4, 5.3, 
and 6.4 eV, respectively (see Ref. 18). In addition to the 
allowed 6~Ig -6T lu  transitions, there may be also numerous 
forbidden charge-transfer transitions among which we 
should mention "satellites" of the allowed transitions whose 
final states are characterized by different terms with the 
same electron configurations. These are transitions of the 
6Al,,-6r, type (where r = A,, A,, E, T, ), forbidden by the 
quasimomentum selection rules, and transitions of the 
6Alg-4ru type (where r =A, ,  A,, E, TI ,  T, ), forbidden by 
the spin and quasimomentum rules (with the exception of 
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the case when r = TI ). The forbiddenness of such transi- 
tions is lifted by the action of a low-symmetry crystal field 
(LCF) and/or the spin-orbit interaction, or also by the ex- 
change with the adjacent complexes. 

All these interactions are of fundamental importance in 
determination of the contribution of the octahedral FeOz- 
complexes to the optical anisotropy. In the case of a specific 
6Tlu term the LCF and the spin-orbit interaction can be 
represented by the following effective operators: 

where L is the effective orbital moment of the TI term 
(L  = 1); Lo = (L,L, + L,Li)/2; B, is a symmetric matrix 
of the LCF parameters; R is the effective spin-orbit coupling 
constant. The orbitally anisotropic part of the exchange in- 
teraction of the 6Tl,, term of an octahedral complex 1 with an 
adjacent octahedral complex 2, which is in the ground 6Al, 
state, can be reduced to Eq. (5 )  by the substitution 

A microscopic calculation of the polarizability â  of 
complexes of the FeO: - type can be made using the familiar 
Kramers-Heisenberg formula,19 which has the following 
form for the symmetric part of the tensor a^: 

where 

Here, (ild b) represents the matrix elements of the electric 
dipole moment, pi is the statistical weight of the initial state 
l i), is the frequency of the li) - b), transition, and Tij is 
the half-width of the line representing this transition. 

In practice, the polarizability is calculated using pertur- 
bation theory and selecting as the zeroth approximation, the 
energies and wave functions of ''+ 'I? terms of an ideal 
Fe09,- octahedral complex and distinguishing several con- 
tributions to the polarizability: a )  a contribution associated 
with an allowance for the orbital splitting of the final states 
[j) under the action of various perturbations; b )  a splitting 
contribution governed by the admixture to the b) states of 
other states under the influence of various perturbations; c)  
combined contributions which appear in the second and 
higher orders of perturbation theory and are related to si- 
multaneous allowance for the action of various mechanisms 
referred to above. 

For example, in the first approximation, the contribu- 
tion of the splitting of the 6T,, terms of an FeOz- complex 
under the influence of the LCF into the components of the 
tensor can be represented as follows: 

where6 is the oscillator strength of the 6AIg + b) transition 

and B,, are the parameters of the LCF. 
The spin-orbit splitting of the 'TI, terms of an FeOz- 

complex contributes to the symmetric part of the polariza- 
bility tensor only in the second order of perturbation theory: 

whereRJ is the spin-orbit coupling constant for the state l j ) .  
On the whole, the spectral dependence of the contribu- 

tion of charge-transfer transitions to the components of the 
symmetric part of the polarizability tensor can be approxi- 
mated by 

which probably makes it possible to allow for all the main 
optical anisotropy mechanisms. The sum oversand r in Eq. 
( 12) includes the allowed 6Al,-6Tl, and forbidden charge- 
transfer transitions. 

An analysis of the experimental data on the optical ani- 
sotropy and on the quadratic magnetooptic effect, made on 
the basis of Eq. ( 12), should naturally agree with the data on 
theoptical absorption and on the spectral dependences of the 
circular magnetooptic effects. In particular, this applies to 
the frequencies of the 6AIg-2S+ 'rU transitions, the line half- 
widths T,, and the oscillator strengths&. 

Unfortunately, there are no published experimental 
data on the optical anisotropy of ferrites in a wide spectral 
range including a charge-transfer band. Figure 5 shows the 
spectral dependence of the quantity AE = E, - E, for the 
orthoferrite YFeO,, obtained on the basis of the data given 
in Ref. 20. This figure includes also the results of modeling of 
this dependence by a set of Lorentzian dispersion curves al- 
lowing for the functions F and for their derivatives F'. It 
should be noted that the values of fiw, and obtained in the 
course of fitting of the data for the 'A ,g-6T,U allowed transi- 
tions are in good agreement with those reported earlier for 
other ~rthoferrites.~'  The values of the amplitude factors 
demonstrate that the main contribution to the natural bire- 
fringence of orthoferrites is due to the influence of V,,, on 
the charge-transfer states. A comparison of the amplitude 
factors Ai and B, demonstrates that the contributions of the 
splitting and mixing to the orthoferrite birefringence are in 
competition and that their values are in agreement with an 
estimate of the LCF parameter B,,, -0.1 eV. The model 
A E ( ~ )  dependence observed in the long-wavelength range 
describes well the experimental data of Ref. 22, also plotted 
in Fig. 5. 

4. DISCUSSION OFTHE RESULTSOF EXPERIMENTAL 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE QUADRATIC MAGNETOOPTIC 
EFFECTS IN RFeO, 

A comparative analysis of the experimental results 
(Figs. 3 and 4 )  shows that the magnitudes and spectral de- 
pendences of AE, are similar for HoFeO, and TmFeO, ,but 
are quite different from AE,, for TmFeO, , indicating an ani- 
sotropy of the quadratic magnetooptic effects in orthofer- 
rites. The spectral dependences AE, ( a )  and A&,, ( a )  are 
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FIG. 5. Frequency dependences of the natural birefringence AE of ortho- 
ferrite YFeO,. The dashed curve represents the experimental data from 
Ref. 20; the black dot gives the value taken from Ref. 22; the continuous 
curves are the results of a model analysis. a )  Re(AE); b) Irn(AE). 

complex and are characterized by a strong dispersion in the 
region of the charge-transfer band, which is the result of 
superposition of the contributions of the allowed transitions 
characterized by wide lines and forbidden transitions with 
narrow lines. For example, the spectra of the real and imagi- 
nary parts of AE, (a) obtained for TmFeO, demonstrate 
clearly the contribution of the allowed transition character- 
ized by an energy fiw, = 3.15 eV (proportional to F ' ) ,  as 
well as a fairly strong contribution of a forbidden transition 
characterized by &I, = 2.75 eV with a spectral dependence 
representinga combination ofF'  and F ", which is most prob- 
ably evidence of the presence of two closely spaced levels at 
fh, = 2.75 eV. 

We analyzed the spectral dependences of the quadratic 
magnetooptic effects in TmFeO, using the values of the 
transition frequencies and line half-widths which were ob- 
tained from a quantitative analysis of the linear magnetoop- 
tic effects and agreed well with the corresponding values for 
YFeO, and EuFeO, reported in Ref. 21. The results of a 
model treatment of the spectra of AE, ( a )  for TmFeO, , car- 
ried out in the long-wavelength part of the charge-transfer 
band, are presented in Fig. 4. It should be mentioned that a 
more detailed analysis of the spectra in the hf range would 
require a higher (compared with ours) precision of deter- 
mination of the quantities AE~, (a). 

A calculation of the contribution of the spin-orbit in- 
teraction to the quadratic magnetooptic effects is simplest 
from the theoretical point of view. In this case we have to 
bear in mind that the mechanism of splitting for the allowed 
6AIg-6T, transition contributes to the isotropic relationship 
of the a, = const. SiSj type between the polarizability and 
the spins [see Eq. ( 11 ) 1, which cannot account for the ani- 
sotropy of the quadratic magnetooptic effects. Moreover, 
this mechanism is characterized by a spectral dependence 
proportional to F ", since in the case of the "peak" values of 
the corresponding contribution to AE,~ we obtain 
m a x ( A ~ ~ ~  ) ~ 3 -  10 - 6/2 2f/r3 (A is in reciprocal centimeters 
and r is in electron volts). If we assume that R z 50 cm - ', 

f ~ 0 . 0 3 ,  and rz0 .4eV,  which are typical ofthe first allowed 
6Alg-6Tlu (kg = 3.15 eV) transition,*' we obtain a value 
which is much less than that found experimentally. 

An allowance for the effects quadratic in V ,  in calcula- 
tion of the contribution made by forbidden charge-transfer 
transitions gives amplitude factors comparable with the fit- 
ting values for the satellites of the allowed transition nearest 
on the energy scale. The strongest, in respect of A&, are the 
transitions 6Alg-6Alu, 6Alg-6T2u, 6A1g-6E, (they are given 
in the decreasing order of intensity). Nevertheless, the 
allowance for V,, cannot, for example, explain the anoma- 
lously large contribution to A&, made by a forbidden transi- 
tion with h, = 2.75 eV, separated by 0.4 eV from the al- 
lowed transition. Therefore, the most probable reason for 
the special features of the quadratic magnetooptic effects 
exhibited by orthoferrites in a wide range of frequencies is 
the magnetooptoelastic mechanism." According to Ref. 11, 
this mechanism accounts for the characteristics of the mag- 
netic birefringence of YFeO, associated with the induced 
spin r4-r2 reorientation at /2 = 0.63 pm. The microscopic 
nature of the magnetoelastic effect is related to changes in 
V,,, and V,,,, , which means it is associated with the 
changes in the optical anisotropy under the influence of 
magnetostrictive strains which may be macroscopic (intrin- 
sic magnetostriction) or microscopic (due to latent dis- 
placements of sublattices-see Ref. 11). The results of a 
model analysis of the dependences AE,, (a) in the case of 
TmFeO, are in full agreement with the hypothesis of the 
predominant role of the magnetoelastooptic mechanism. 
For example, the values of the amplitude factors for the con- 
tributions of allowed transitions to AE,, can be used to esti- 
mate AB,, , which is the change in the effective LCF param- 
eter as a result of the I?,-T2 spin reorientation transition in 
TmFeO, : 

IAB,I ~ 8 c r n - ' ,  IAB,,l = I 6  cm- (transition fioo=3,15 eV),  

(AB,I =6 cm-', IAB,, l~8 cm-' (transition hmo=3,96 eV) .  

These are reasonable values because the strains in the FeOz- 
complexes due to the T4-T2 spin-reorientation transition 
can reach (Ref. 14) and the derivatives dBij/dE be- 
come - lo5 cm - ' (Ref. 1 1 ). An estimate of the parameters 
Bij -0.1 eV is obtained allowing for the derivative d B V / d ~  
and for the presence of structural strains in the FeOz- octa- 
hedra of the order of 10 - (Ref. 14). 

The values of ABij indicate the possibility of a signifi- 
cant contribution to AE,, of the quadratic (in respect of 
Vt",, = V,,, + V,,,, ) effects occurring in the course of 
forbidden transitions. The magnetoelastooptic contribution 
to the appropriate amplitude factors for the 6Al,-2S+ 'r, 
transition includes a factor of the type 

2<'Tlul Ye& 1 28+11'U><2s+iI'U 1 A V& I 'Ti,,>-2BAB, 

whereas in the case of the spin-orbit contribution it becomes 

so that in the case of some forbidden transitions we can ex- 
pect competition between both mechanisms. In any case, the 
If part of the spectral dependences of the quadratic magne- 
tooptic effects should be governed primarily by the magne- 
toelastooptic contribution. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The hypothesis of the predominant influence of charge- 
transfer transitions in the octahedral FeOz- complexes on 
the observed optical and magnetooptic properties of ortho- 
ferrites provides reasonable qualitative and quantitative de- 
scriptions of the spectral dependences of the quadratic mag- 
netooptic effects in TmFeO, , HoFeO, , and DyFeO, . 

An analysis of the experimental results demonstrates a 
significant role of the mixing mechanism and of the mecha- 
nism of splitting of the various 6T, ,  terms of the octahedral 
complexes, and in some cases it shows that forbidden 
charge-transfer transitions take place. 

Numerical estimates of the contributions of various 
mechanisms of the quadratic (even) magnetooptic effects 
and also an analysis of their spectral dependences are evi- 
dence of the predominance of the magnetoelastooptic mech- 
anism. 

One basic characteristic difference between the qua- 
dratic linear magnetooptic effects should be mentioned. In 
the case of the linear effects it is possible to calculate them 
from a unified standpoint and the results apply to different 
paramagnetic and magnetically ordered crystals, because it 
is possible simply to sum the characteristics of the magneti- 
cally active FeO:  complexes, whereas the task of calculat- 
ing the quadratic magnetooptic effects is more difficult. 
Since the quadratic effects are governed primarily by the 
internal magnetostriction, i.e., by the displacements of the 
sublattice ions due to rotation of the magnetization vector, 
calculation of the quadratic magnetooptic effects requires an 
individual approach to each type of crystal. 
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